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Y O U R  S T O R Y , A S  Y O U ’ V E
N E V E R  S E E N  I T  B E F O R E .

A video series that tells every aspect of your 
business: here is %FILM. Over time we have 
created a team of artist who look for the 
emotional side of your company or personal 
story and shows it. 

______

We consider this package as a great success 
for LANGA, that has been achieved thanks to 
the experience and the will our professional 
team has shown.

%FILM Video-series
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%FILM
Starting from €8.380
Developed by LANGA VIDEO 

info@langa.tv
https://www.langa.tv/film

Tel.  +39 0173 280479
Mob. +39 373 9000311

Contributors
Andrea Porello, Marta Moresco,  
Luigi Perrone, Luca Prata 

Published and sponsored by
LANGA Corporation Srl
Piazza IV Novembre, 4 (MI) Milano 20124
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Why the Popcorns?

Simply because they 
are the most linked to 
cinema, a snack to eat 
while enjoying the show.

%FILM Video-series
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Every single %FILM service we take of is not 
a simple video filming, but a unique and 
emotional tale you will relate to. 
Our technical experts make the most of 
LANGA filming equipment and use the best 
software to edit each frame and we shape 
the best team ever to assist you step by 
step in your documentary movies.

There is a thin but well-defined line that 
separates a simple video from a video 
with a story to tell. The heart of the video 
changes completely, the setting changes, 
the style changes. It’s all different, because 
we think about a story, we develop a 
storyboard, we create a narration to be 
respected in every part of the work, from 
the shots to the scenography, from the 
shooting sequences to the final editing. To 
be represented in the best possible way, 
a narrative arc needs careful study and 
programming and a serious scenographic 
and photographic work. Our team has the 
skills and the ability to achieve the best in 
this goal, thanks to the use of professional 
instruments that are able to demonstrate 
with tangible results the preparation and 

competence they have acquired over time.
However, to produce a %FILM, not only 
the production process of the videoclip is 
fundamental, but also and above all the 
post-production process is very important. 
Color filters, visual effects, choice of music, 
professional dubbing and dynamic editing 
will give the output file a qualitatively 
superlative aspect. To do this we use 
professional software, of which we have 
by now learned to master every function, 
in order to “raise the bar” and have a 
final product that stands out for its visual 
performance and quality.

%FILM is not just a video, it’s a journey 
through the magic and art of telling a story, 
a concept that is thousands of years old but 
has always known how to reinvent itself in 
order to never go out of style. We offer you 
the opportunity to tell your story under the 
supervision of a team of experts, who are 
behind the camera and in the editing room, 
will have only one task: to give life, colors, 
images and shapes to your story, because 
while remaining yours, with %FILM it can 
become everyone’s.

We set your soul on fire 
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Graphic dedicated to the %FILM package identity.

H O W  W E  W O R K

We have supported numerous companies 
in exposing their vision of the world, helping 
them to expand their commercial reality. For 
this package, our team creates a storyboard 
of each episode in the video series. We work 
to every episode with care and precision, from 
the writing phase to the final editing, in order 
to ensure a quality result that presents the 
client’s activity in a unique and special way.

%FILM Video-series
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Intense

We craft a personalized service according to 
your needs as we acquaint with your life in 
order to understand when, where and how 
you started working on your ideas. Only 
after a period of precise analysis we will be 
able to sketch the very storyboard that will 
be the leading background for your %FILM 
product. We will get the audience involved 
in your experiences by highlighting your 
emotions and focusing the whole video 
series production on you.

Certainly we are not investigators who 
want to know everything about you but, 
keeping the comparison, like some kind of  
Sherlock Holmes, we look for clues that can 
help us tell your story. Understanding who 
we are dealing with, knowing who we work 
with and what they think are fundamental 
pillars to best describe your story, to 
visually represent what you believe in, your 
ideas and your most important ideals. In 
short, knowing to create a unique product 
that has never been seen before. All the 
production is based on your story, to get 

details to highlight and to give your identity 
to the final product.
Without this detailed analysis, we would 
not be able to create the most powerful 
tool in a video marketing context, an 
emotional story that has to be penetrating 
and impacting towards the viewer. This 
goal can only be reached thanks to tailor-
made screenplays, a location capable of 
enhancing the content presented, texts 
wrote ad hoc for a professional dubbing, 
designed to crown the final output file with 
dignity.

Emotions, strong messages and an incisive 
and different thing: an emotional video is 
thought so that the wiewer can be struck 
by an image, a message, a concept that has 
been highlighted. Nowadays, storytelling is 
one of the most successful corporate video 
communication techniques, made with 
short films of cinematographic quality, with 
attention to detail and aimed at leaving 
an impact message to the public. This is 
%FILM.
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The content
above al l .

We will create a video series able to 
document your company, its history and 
its characteristics in the best possible way. 
No matter if this is an editorial tale about 
how your company was born, where your 
dreams were born or how your big event 
took place, for us they are all related 
to %FILM, a unique video series where 
you play the starring role. Together with 
analysts and authors we develop your 
story to amaze even the most critic people.

Our %FILM can adapt to any type of 
event, message or subject. Everything will 
be studied to ensure that the content is 
always the ultimate goal of every element, 
of every shot, of every phrase of the 
dubbing, of every note of the soundtrack. 
Communication is always the main 
purpose and the storyboard is adapted 
accordingly.

The content must entertain the viewer, 
keeping him “glued” to the screen. To 
underline this concept, the %FILM post-
production phase is also very important, 
during which the editing is designed and 
studied in detail to give emotions in every 
frame of the video series, coordinating 
the scenes to the soundtrack and to the 
dubbing in a surprisingly way, in order to 
best highlight every aspect of the content.

%FILM represents the non plus ultra of the 
performance of our videomaking studios, 
which create a quality and engaging 
product. Thus, we are able to give identity 
and importance to the content of the 
videos, telling it in an exciting and visually 
satisfying way. In a world where the 
appearance of being matters most, we 
choose to represent the essence, to focus 
on the message and not on the “mask”. 
With us the content is always the main 
goal, the escape point of your story.

Who needs a %FILM?

%FILM is a Cube dedicated to those who 
decide to represent their business, a 

particular event or, simply, they want to 
communicate a message in a professional 

and well-studied way. They want it to be 
done not only in a promotional way, but 
also aimed to excite the viewer. Strategy 

and creativity are two key elements to 
build a memorable story, which does not 

end with the last frame of the last episode 
but it continues to inspire and amaze, even 

after time, because it is set to become a  
part of the collective memory.

%FILM is chosen from someone who, 
basically, wants to displace the viewer, 

hitting him with impact images, with 
important and valuable messages. A Client 

that chooses %FILM is someone who has  
got a story to tell.
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T E C H N I C A L  C A R D
Video series Techniques,  technologies 

and publishing

%FILM Video-series

Clips and 
playlist

Shooting 
techniques

Softwares

Items

Editing

Rendering

Web 
communication

Post-production

Media released

customized to document 
the corporate identity and 
provide a calibrated video 
communication released 
over a period of time

with shoulder cameras and 
equipment

graphic animation, 
compositing and video 
editing

• professional shooting
• custom intro and outro
• color correction 

application
• visual effects application
• subtitling
• soundtrack application
• dubbing production

realization of different 
shots for formulation of the 
optimal result for final clips

final processing for 
production of the final clips

sorting and publishing clips 
will be staggered over time 
for video and social media 
channels

through color correction, 
light/shadow effects, perfect 
stabilization and blurring of 
all selected shots

different video formats 
ready for sharing

ground cameras

• freehand
• tripods
• slider
• stabilizer
• trolley with wheels
• softbox, LED lamps, 

portable awning

4

4 hrs

up to 4 different locations1

• close up
• arc shot
• small shot
• handheld shot

• typography
• bicubic sampling
• field depth
• 3D fog
• blurring control
• merge
• color balance
• hue/saturation
• alteration
• luminance
• simple reduction
• matte reduction
• explosion
• HDR
• lightnings
• drawn text

4 series

3 for each playlist3

1 to 2 min for each video

social and video channels

Camera types

Equipment 

Interventions

Shooting time

Location

Techniques

Applicable
effects2

Playlists

Clips

Output file

Posting
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Team

Price l ist

Cameramen

Video editors

Colorists

Copywriters

Social media 
managers

Price of the
video series

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

€8.380,00

direct during the 
intervention and e-mail

within the parameters we 
listed at page 192

25 days

150 days

• extension of the 
shooting operation

• production of foreign 
language subtitles

• soundtrack and music 
production

• dubbing voice 
extension

• %WEB Dynamic 
website

• %SMART Tailor-made 
code

Methods and t iming

Addit ional  integrations

Communication

Video series

Activation

Set up

Extras

Other products

1 The videos can be shot in up to 4 different locations chosen by the client. If the place is located outside the Italian 
territory, a separated quote must be made for travel, room and board of the photographic team.

2 Depending on each project, the Video editor will recommend and apply the visual effects most suited to the cut 
requested by the client. Hereby you find the most requested techniques.

3 That means 12 mini videos that will tell the story of your company.

T E C H N I C A L  C A R D
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%FILM Video-series

Video set up

Digital  warranty

When you buy our %FILM service you are entitled to 90 days of technical assistance for image 
development, called Set up, to represent the activity in the way that best suits your needs.

If you want your assistance to last longer you shall ask for our Customer care, as an optional 
service, to extend your Set up. By additional assistance beyond regular service period we mean 
a technical support of first intervention, ready to help you within 60 minutes after you inform us 
about any issues.

LANGA guarantees that the final shots and video projects will be stored on its servers for 2 years 
from the purchase date, in order to be able to make them available in case of loss or damage by 
the customer during this time interval.
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What does a Cube include?

• IDSI for management through the TheCubes App
• A handbook to start your journey with us
• Warranty and Safety books
• A pen made of paper
• 1 Lega for discount on our video products
• 1 Lega for discount or Donor

Our %FILM: green ideas

The whole team contributes to our ethical system 
that is of course our position about environmental 
policies and eco-friendly behavior. Anyone who buy 
services by LANGA are willing to share and support 
our points of view at the same time.

Eco-friendly LANGA

We always consider the 
impact of our choices in all 
the projects we take care 
of. We look for any eco-
friendly solutions that allow 
us to offer high-quality 
services and protect the 
environment at the same 
time. Read more on our 
website.

T E C H N I C A L  C A R D
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